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You can be a best-selling pop act without being signed to a major record label. Selling

thousands of CDs and downloads on the Internet is easier than ever - if you know what you are

doing."How to Build a Music Web Site That Sells" is the ultimate step-by-step guide to the best-

kept secrets of selling more CDs and downloads than most independent musicians can think

of. Now in it's 9th edition, the book has helped and inspired thousands of musicians to build

web sites that sell a steady number of CDs and downloads every single day."Wow, Wow,

WOW! This is the most on-the-money best laid-out easy and entertaining incredibly informative

absolutely accurate and insightful book I have ever seen on the subject of promoting your

music online. And I have read EVERY book on the subject since 1994! Wow!"Derek Sivers (

Founder, CD Baby and Hostbaby (

"How to Build a Music Web Site That Sells" is truly remarkable. It's a detailed, well thought-out,

market-tested book dedicated purely to creating an effective web site for selling music. Even I,

as someone who markets music on the Internet for a living, found some good stuff I hadn't

seriously considered before. I highly recommend this book to any musician who would like to

turn their web site into a more effective CD sales tool."David Nevue (

Founder of the Music Biz Academy and author of 'How to Promote Your Music Successfully on

the Internet""Mihkel Raud has written a fantastic e-book about how to sell product from an

artist's website. I highly recommend that you give it a read through as you'll find a lot of helpful

tips in there (I've read it through myself and was very impressed). If you're not selling as many

CDs from your website as you'd like, his techniques can really help you out."Jodi Krangle (

Muse's Muse Internet Marketing Services
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talented artists dropped by record companies for the sole reason of not selling a million copies

in the first month is growing rapidly. The cash-driven music industry seems to have completely

lost the point.Back in the ’seventies, people like Clive Davis and Lenny Waronker ran the major

labels. They were music fans, not accountants. And these were the golden days of music

industry. Well, times have changed. These days, major record labels are owned by

men in suits, not music fans. The industry is not so much about music any more. It’s about

cloning. If you don’t sound exactly like the guy on Billboard Hot 100, you don’t have

the slightest chance. At least that’s what major labels want you to believe. On the

other hand, there is something that major record companies couldn’t possibly foresee the

Internet! If you ask me, the Internet is God’s gift to independent musicians. You can’t

compete with the big guys on the street. But you can beat them on the Web! There

are millions of people on the Internet looking for new music and ready to buy your CD or digital

download if they like it. That’s great news, isn’t it? Sure, it is. Except... there are ten times as

many Web sites trying to do the same thing — sell music. Remember — you are not

the only pebble on the beach! While promoting music on the Internet may have been in the

caboose twenty years ago, it’s now driving the train. However, about 95% of music

Web sites fail to achieve the goal. Did you know that an average independent artist sells about

4-5 CDs through their Web site... a year? Yes, that’s right. 5 CDs a year — not a month, not a

day. Not a very good perspective, is it? So — is building a Web site worth the effort?

Absolutely. If you know what you’re doing. That’s what “How to Build a Music Web Site That

Sells” is all about — showing you how to squeeze the best out of Internet. “How to

Build a Music Web Site That Sells” is not going to teach you how to write great songs or record

a killer sounding album. This part I will gladly leave on your shoulders. What I will

show you though is how to join the group of 5% music Web sites that do much better than 5

CDs a year. Or digital downloads. I’ve crafted quite a few Web sites that are selling a

stable 5-10 CDs a day! My best-selling Web site shipped well over 3000 units in nine months.

Now, every trick I used to build that site is here for you to bring into play. I will expose

all my secrets and Web techniques I’ve discovered through years of research, experimenting

and hard work. Yes, it took me a lot of trial and error. Nevertheless, your life is going

to be a lot easier. By the time you finish reading this book, you’ve learned hundreds of knacks

and stunts I found extremely nifty over the course of almost 5 years! I’ll be referring

to your music album as CD throughout the book, but every technique described in this manual

is equally valid for digital albums, which are rapidly taking over the market. The best

thing about the Internet is that you’re able to trade CDs regardless of geography. You don’t

have to live in New York in order to sell your music on the 5th Avenue. Even though most of the

techniques described in this book may sound very American, they’re equally applicable all over

the Net. So there’s no difference whether you’re located in Germany, Vietnam or

Oregon — every method brought up on the following pages is very much valid no matter where

your home base is. Stop wasting your time! If you really want to make a living out of



your music, quit dreaming of getting signed to Sony. Start selling CDs on your own! Amoeba or

Barnes&Noble may not stock your CDs, but on the Internet, you can do literally

anything! You will not earn millions of dollars. But if you combine witty Internet

marketing with constant touring and other offline activities, you should make a decent living as

an independent musician. And best of all, you have not sold your soul to the company which is

waiting there to sell plastic ware! COntents3.What's in a Web Site4.The Purpose of Your

Web site5. The billion doLlar baby web site concept6. Already Famous! Rule7. Know Your

Prospect8. Stuff and People You Need9. Domain Name9.1 Registering Your Domain Name 10.

Layout10.1 Web Counters10.2 Search Boxes10.3 Other Time and Money Wasters10.3.1

Banners10.3.2 Background Music10.3.3 Broken Links10.3.4 Pages Under Construction 11.

Structure11.1 Main Pathway11.2 Sub-pages 12. Building the Sub-Pages12.1 Product Sub-

Pages12.1.1 The Artist Page12.1.1.2 A Simple Outline for Writing an Artist Biographyby

Christopher Knab12.1.2 The Instruments Page12.1.3 The Story Page12.1.4 The Reviews

Page12.1.5 The Press Page12.1.6 The Live Dates Page12.1.7 The Lyrics Page12.2 Business

Sub-pages12.2.1 The Frequently-Asked-Questions (FAQ) Page12.2.2 The Company

Page12.2.3 The Guarantee Page12.2.4 The Contact Page 13. Home Page13.1 Left Column —

the Table of Contents and Newsletter Subscription Form Box13.1.1 Newsletter13.1.2

Newsletter Mailout13.1.3 Collecting E-Mail Addresses13.2 Centre — the Sales Copy13.2.1

Creating a persona

Well, times have changed. These days, major record labels are owned by men in

suits, not music fans. The industry is not so much about music any more. It’s about

cloning. If you don’t sound exactly like the guy on Billboard Hot 100, you don’t have

the slightest chance. At least that’s what major labels want you to believe. On the

other hand, there is something that major record companies couldn’t possibly foresee the

Internet! If you ask me, the Internet is God’s gift to independent musicians. You can’t

compete with the big guys on the street. But you can beat them on the Web! There

are millions of people on the Internet looking for new music and ready to buy your CD or digital

download if they like it. That’s great news, isn’t it? Sure, it is. Except... there are ten times as

many Web sites trying to do the same thing — sell music. Remember — you are not

the only pebble on the beach! While promoting music on the Internet may have been in the

caboose twenty years ago, it’s now driving the train. However, about 95% of music

Web sites fail to achieve the goal. Did you know that an average independent artist sells about

4-5 CDs through their Web site... a year? Yes, that’s right. 5 CDs a year — not a month, not a

day. Not a very good perspective, is it? So — is building a Web site worth the effort?

Absolutely. If you know what you’re doing. That’s what “How to Build a Music Web Site That

Sells” is all about — showing you how to squeeze the best out of Internet. “How to

Build a Music Web Site That Sells” is not going to teach you how to write great songs or record

a killer sounding album. This part I will gladly leave on your shoulders. What I will

show you though is how to join the group of 5% music Web sites that do much better than 5

CDs a year. Or digital downloads. I’ve crafted quite a few Web sites that are selling a

stable 5-10 CDs a day! My best-selling Web site shipped well over 3000 units in nine months.

Now, every trick I used to build that site is here for you to bring into play. I will expose

all my secrets and Web techniques I’ve discovered through years of research, experimenting

and hard work. Yes, it took me a lot of trial and error. Nevertheless, your life is going

to be a lot easier. By the time you finish reading this book, you’ve learned hundreds of knacks

and stunts I found extremely nifty over the course of almost 5 years! I’ll be referring



to your music album as CD throughout the book, but every technique described in this manual

is equally valid for digital albums, which are rapidly taking over the market. The best

thing about the Internet is that you’re able to trade CDs regardless of geography. You don’t

have to live in New York in order to sell your music on the 5th Avenue. Even though most of the

techniques described in this book may sound very American, they’re equally applicable all over

the Net. So there’s no difference whether you’re located in Germany, Vietnam or

Oregon — every method brought up on the following pages is very much valid no matter where

your home base is. Stop wasting your time! If you really want to make a living out of

your music, quit dreaming of getting signed to Sony. Start selling CDs on your own! Amoeba or

Barnes&Noble may not stock your CDs, but on the Internet, you can do literally

anything! You will not earn millions of dollars. But if you combine witty Internet

marketing with constant touring and other offline activities, you should make a decent living as

an independent musician. And best of all, you have not sold your soul to the company which is

waiting there to sell plastic ware! COntents3.What's in a Web Site4.The Purpose of Your

Web site5. The billion doLlar baby web site concept6. Already Famous! Rule7. Know Your

Prospect8. Stuff and People You Need9. Domain Name9.1 Registering Your Domain Name 10.

Layout10.1 Web Counters10.2 Search Boxes10.3 Other Time and Money Wasters10.3.1

Banners10.3.2 Background Music10.3.3 Broken Links10.3.4 Pages Under Construction 11.

Structure11.1 Main Pathway11.2 Sub-pages 12. Building the Sub-Pages12.1 Product Sub-

Pages12.1.1 The Artist Page12.1.1.2 A Simple Outline for Writing an Artist Biographyby

Christopher Knab12.1.2 The Instruments Page12.1.3 The Story Page12.1.4 The Reviews

Page12.1.5 The Press Page12.1.6 The Live Dates Page12.1.7 The Lyrics Page12.2 Business

Sub-pages12.2.1 The Frequently-Asked-Questions (FAQ) Page12.2.2 The Company

Page12.2.3 The Guarantee Page12.2.4 The Contact Page 13. Home Page13.1 Left Column —

the Table of Contents and Newsletter Subscription Form Box13.1.1 Newsletter13.1.2

Newsletter Mailout13.1.3 Collecting E-Mail Addresses13.2 Centre — the Sales Copy13.2.1

Creating a persona13.2.2 Benefits, Benefits, Benefits . . .13.2.3 Writing Killer Sales Copy13.2.4

A Sample Sales Copy13.3 Right Column — Testimonials and CD Cover Image13.4 Top of the

Web site — navbar 14. Sound Samples Page14.1 Picking the Sound Samples 15. Order

Page15.1 Pricing the CD15.2 Fighting the Doubt15.3 Candy Philosophy15.4 Safety Issues15.5

Delivery Details15.6 Reminding Potential Customers of Your Guarantee15.7 Wrapping up the

Order Page15.8 One more thing - SEO 16. Hosting17. Final Chapter 3. what’s in a web site“It’s

crucial that I should be marketed in the right way.”Deborah Harry, Blondie The single, most

important selling tool on the Internet is your Web site. Unfortunately, it’s also the most

overlooked one. Think of your Web site as your passport. Your Web site represents you. And

your music.You have a professionally recorded album. Your songs are brilliant. The cover art of

your CD has been designed by the next Michelangelo. Your CD is mastered by the same guy

who did the last Taylor Swift record. Everything about the CD is crème de la crème.There is no

reason your Web site should be any different. People surfing the Net are always in a hurry.

They are impatient. And they can afford to be. The amount of information on the Internet is

beyond imagination.Nobody has ever counted the exact number of Web sites available

because it’s a mission impossible. You can be confident that by the time you have finished

reading this chapter, another thousand Web sites will have been born. Possibly more.Your

mission (and a possible one, at that) is to make sure that once somebody steps through the

doors of your cyber residence, she will stay there. Long enough to get to know you. Fall in love

with you. Marry you. And, of course, buy your extraordinary CD!Your Web site is a little corner

shop with just one item for sale — your CD. You want your store to be in apple-pie order. Neat



as a bandbox. A place everybody would like to revisit.But as I will show you in a minute, it isn’t

always as self-evident as you would think.Let me give you a short example. How about some

nice Chinese food?What? Am I nuts? Isn’t this book supposed to about selling CDs and digital

downloads on the Internet? Hold your horses. The following example is highly appropriate,

although I must admit that choosing Canton cuisine as an example is a result of being a real

cooking buff.Think of Los Angeles. The capital of show business, as some people call it.

Imagine yourself in the city of angels (and movie stars) looking for a decent Chinese meal.You

are hungry like a wolf; it has been almost 12 hours since you had anything to eat. And yes —

you’re running out of time because the sound check at the Whiskey will start in an

hour.Anyway, you are determined to find the best General Tso’s chicken in the whole city. You

won’t settle for anything less. So you are searching for a restaurant that:   • is easy to find (

              • has the best possible menu   • serves lunch in 15 minutes (

              • is clean and cosy (

• has a nice, quiet atmosphereOK, you stumble onto this place called “Huang Chi’s

Palace”. Great! But what the hell — the front door is LOCKED! (

There’s a note hanging on the door telling you to ring a doorbell. Ludicrous? Sure.But it gets

“better” than this. You step inside the restaurant, and what do you witness? • The menu is in

Chinese only.  (

              • It’s so dark, you can’t see a thing. (

              • There are flyers of competing restaurants on every table. (

• Ear-splitting background music prevents you from hearing your own thoughts.The

whole place is such mess you can’t even find your way out. But a way out is the only issue you

can think of at this miserable moment. Want to know a secret?Huang Chi makes the best

General Tso’s chicken in the world. He really does. The only problem is that nobody knows

that. Because Huang Chi chooses to drive his customers away before they get to taste his

work of genius.Can we blame old poor Huang? We sure can. He should get his place

organized, and once he does that, he’ll put Panda Express out of business. Simple as that.Now

tell me — who would run an eatery like that anyways? Nobody? Wrong. You see places like

these all the time. Especially on the Internet.Almost 95 % of the Web sites out there are

handling their businesses just like Huang Chi handles his.They: • are loading slowly (the

entrance door is locked). (

• have a navigation system almost impossible to figure out (menu in Chinese) • have

yellow text on black background (too dark to see anything). (

           

Well, times have changed. These days, major record labels are owned by men in

suits, not music fans. The industry is not so much about music any more. It’s about

cloning. If you don’t sound exactly like the guy on Billboard Hot 100, you don’t have

the slightest chance. At least that’s what major labels want you to believe. On the

other hand, there is something that major record companies couldn’t possibly foresee the

Internet! If you ask me, the Internet is God’s gift to independent musicians. You can’t

compete with the big guys on the street. But you can beat them on the Web! There

are millions of people on the Internet looking for new music and ready to buy your CD or digital

download if they like it. That’s great news, isn’t it? Sure, it is. Except... there are ten times as

many Web sites trying to do the same thing — sell music. Remember — you are not

the only pebble on the beach! While promoting music on the Internet may have been in the

caboose twenty years ago, it’s now driving the train. However, about 95% of music



Web sites fail to achieve the goal. Did you know that an average independent artist sells about

4-5 CDs through their Web site... a year? Yes, that’s right. 5 CDs a year — not a month, not a

day. Not a very good perspective, is it? So — is building a Web site worth the effort?

Absolutely. If you know what you’re doing. That’s what “How to Build a Music Web Site That

Sells” is all about — showing you how to squeeze the best out of Internet. “How to

Build a Music Web Site That Sells” is not going to teach you how to write great songs or record

a killer sounding album. This part I will gladly leave on your shoulders. What I will

show you though is how to join the group of 5% music Web sites that do much better than 5

CDs a year. Or digital downloads. I’ve crafted quite a few Web sites that are selling a

stable 5-10 CDs a day! My best-selling Web site shipped well over 3000 units in nine months.

Now, every trick I used to build that site is here for you to bring into play. I will expose

all my secrets and Web techniques I’ve discovered through years of research, experimenting

and hard work. Yes, it took me a lot of trial and error. Nevertheless, your life is going

to be a lot easier. By the time you finish reading this book, you’ve learned hundreds of knacks

and stunts I found extremely nifty over the course of almost 5 years! I’ll be referring

to your music album as CD throughout the book, but every technique described in this manual

is equally valid for digital albums, which are rapidly taking over the market. The best

thing about the Internet is that you’re able to trade CDs regardless of geography. You don’t

have to live in New York in order to sell your music on the 5th Avenue. Even though most of the

techniques described in this book may sound very American, they’re equally applicable all over

the Net. So there’s no difference whether you’re located in Germany, Vietnam or

Oregon — every method brought up on the following pages is very much valid no matter where

your home base is. Stop wasting your time! If you really want to make a living out of

your music, quit dreaming of getting signed to Sony. Start selling CDs on your own! Amoeba or

Barnes&Noble may not stock your CDs, but on the Internet, you can do literally

anything! You will not earn millions of dollars. But if you combine witty Internet

marketing with constant touring and other offline activities, you should make a decent living as
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crucial that I should be marketed in the right way.”Deborah Harry, Blondie The single, most

important selling tool on the Internet is your Web site. Unfortunately, it’s also the most

overlooked one. Think of your Web site as your passport. Your Web site represents you. And

your music.You have a professionally recorded album. Your songs are brilliant. The cover art of

your CD has been designed by the next Michelangelo. Your CD is mastered by the same guy

who did the last Taylor Swift record. Everything about the CD is crème de la crème.There is no

reason your Web site should be any different. People surfing the Net are always in a hurry.

They are impatient. And they can afford to be. The amount of information on the Internet is

beyond imagination.Nobody has ever counted the exact number of Web sites available

because it’s a mission impossible. You can be confident that by the time you have finished

reading this chapter, another thousand Web sites will have been born. Possibly more.Your

mission (and a possible one, at that) is to make sure that once somebody steps through the

doors of your cyber residence, she will stay there. Long enough to get to know you. Fall in love

with you. Marry you. And, of course, buy your extraordinary CD!Your Web site is a little corner

shop with just one item for sale — your CD. You want your store to be in apple-pie order. Neat

as a bandbox. A place everybody would like to revisit.But as I will show you in a minute, it isn’t

always as self-evident as you would think.Let me give you a short example. How about some

nice Chinese food?What? Am I nuts? Isn’t this book supposed to about selling CDs and digital

downloads on the Internet? Hold your horses. The following example is highly appropriate,

although I must admit that choosing Canton cuisine as an example is a result of being a real

cooking buff.Think of Los Angeles. The capital of show business, as some people call it.

Imagine yourself in the city of angels (and movie stars) looking for a decent Chinese meal.You

are hungry like a wolf; it has been almost 12 hours since you had anything to eat. And yes —

you’re running out of time because the sound check at the Whiskey will start in an

hour.Anyway, you are determined to find the best General Tso’s chicken in the whole city. You

won’t settle for anything less. So you are searching for a restaurant that:   • is easy to find (

              • has the best possible menu   • serves lunch in 15 minutes (

              • is clean and cosy (

• has a nice, quiet atmosphereOK, you stumble onto this place called “Huang Chi’s

Palace”. Great! But what the hell — the front door is LOCKED! (

There’s a note hanging on the door telling you to ring a doorbell. Ludicrous? Sure.But it gets

“better” than this. You step inside the restaurant, and what do you witness? • The menu is in

Chinese only.  (

              • It’s so dark, you can’t see a thing. (

              • There are flyers of competing restaurants on every table. (

• Ear-splitting background music prevents you from hearing your own thoughts.The

whole place is such mess you can’t even find your way out. But a way out is the only issue you

can think of at this miserable moment. Want to know a secret?Huang Chi makes the best

General Tso’s chicken in the world. He really does. The only problem is that nobody knows

that. Because Huang Chi chooses to drive his customers away before they get to taste his

work of genius.Can we blame old poor Huang? We sure can. He should get his place

organized, and once he does that, he’ll put Panda Express out of business. Simple as that.Now

tell me — who would run an eatery like that anyways? Nobody? Wrong. You see places like

these all the time. Especially on the Internet.Almost 95 % of the Web sites out there are

handling their businesses just like Huang Chi handles his.They: • are loading slowly (the

entrance door is locked). (

• have a navigation system almost impossible to figure out (menu in Chinese) • have



yellow text on black background (too dark to see anything). (

• have hundreds of links all forcing you to leave the site (flyers of competitors). •

welcome you with enough Muzak tunes (terrible background music). (

• ask for your e-mail address before they let you in (ring the doorbell!).And the list

goes on.It doesn’t matter if you play rockabilly, alternative, dubstep, heavy metal, country, or

anything else. Your Web site has to be carefully organized, structured, and presented. That is,

of course, if you want to trade CDs. Lots of them. But that’s what you bought this book for.

Right?All right. It’s time to take a closer look at how to build a Web site that will sell your music

like Swiss chocolate. Ready? Let’s rock ’n’ roll! 4. The Purpose of Your Web site“What most

people don’t realize is that the whole thing is about getting as much money as possible in as

short a time as possible with as much style as possible.”Malcolm McLaren, Sex Pistols

manager The first thing you need to determine is what you want your visitor to focus on once

she has arrived at your Web site. What is it you want to tell her? What’s your message? What

action do you want her to take?The answer is quite obvious: you want her to buy a copy of your

CD. Your beloved baby that you have spent endless days and everlasting nights working on.

You have polished your album with the same care and love as a mother raising her child. You

are almost hesitant to give your baby away. But that’s one of the reasons you created the CD in

the first place, isn’t it?So how will you deliver the message? How will you make your visitor

reach for her wallet (or more accurately — her credit card)? Is it even doable? With thousands

of competing CDs backed by major record company promotional machines? Will you make it?

You will. Provided you have a great CD (and there is no reason to think otherwise). Remember

— your product is the key. If you have a lousy record, you’re dead duck even if you are Simon

Cowell’s new girlfriend.How can I be so sure you will succeed? Because I did.I found a

medieval music band from Estonia and produced an album of Black Sabbath covers in 14th

century style music: “War Pigs” sung in Latin, “The Wizard” played on gothic harp and fiddle.I

sold well over 3000 copies in the first nine months. Entirely on the Internet. With no marketing

funds whatsoever. No tour support. No TV. No radio.Now, if I could do it, so will you.

Period.Want to know the main secret behind my online success? It’s The Billion Dollar Baby

Web site concept, as I have ironically titled it. If you know the Alice Cooper song, you know

what I mean.It is the principal concept of this book, so please read carefully!The Billion Dollar

Baby Web site theory has produced results I could hardly have dreamed of. It has also made

the medieval Black Sabbath tribute album, “Sabbatum,” one of the best-selling independent

CDs on the Internet.And you know what the beauty of the Billion Dollar Baby Web site

hypothesis is?It’s really simple.So please allow me introduce you: 5. The billion dollar baby

web site concept“I’m just an advertisement for a version of myself.”David Byrne, Talking

Heads Marketing your CD on the Internet isn’t really that different from promoting any other

product on the Net. It could be • a fancy, million-dollar mansion in the Hollywood Hills • how-

to-get-divorced-in-less-than-ten-days consulting service  (

• subscription to a “Mature Golden Babes” kind of Web site...whatever. You

get the point. I know, it’s pretty uncomfortable to think of your CD as a piece of merchandise.

After all, music is supposed to be art, right? It is. Say the opposite, and I’ll be the first to

protest.I’m a musician just like you. I know what it means to write songs. I’m aware of the level

of pure emotional satisfaction that creating music offers. It’s divine, isn’t it? Being able to

express yourself just as you choose.Nevertheless, your CD is a product just as much as if it

were a bottle of beer. (

As painful as it may seem to acknowledge sometimes. A product. Something that everybody

needs (hopefully!).But this is exactly what soooooo many musicians fail to understand. Almost



every band or singer/songwriter Web site that I have seen concentrates on the artist. A typical

performer Web site consists of the following points:    • Artist biography  (

   • Photo gallery  (

   • News section  (

   • Gig schedule  (

           • Sound samples  (

           • Discography (

There are, of course, many other possibilities. Some bands post song lyrics on their Web sites.

Some have discussion boards or other gimmicks. In any case, the most commonly used idea is

to build a Web site around the artist.  (

What’s wrong with it? Well....nothing really. Except that it’s so worn-out. And it will not sell your

CDs. How about an example?  (

Let’s say you’re looking to buy some new gear. You want to get yourself the biggest bang for

your buck electric guitar. best full stack in the world. Go to www.Samash.comNow, take a close

look.  (

Are you being bombarded by raves about how great a guy Richard Ash, the CEO of Sam Ash

Music is? Do you see any Ash family snapshots on the front page? Or “better” yet, a guest

book form asking you to leave Richard an “I love you” message? Nope.  (

So why on earth should your Web site be any different?  (

If you really want to succeed in this huge jungle called the Internet, you need to stand out. I’m

going to show you a lot of tricks on how to achieve this goal later on. Just to warm you up,

being boring can sometimes really pay off. We will get to it in time.But in order to beat your

competition, it really makes sense to use the Billion Dollar Baby Web site concept — and that

is:Create a Web site that is focused solely on your product — the CD (or digital download, or -

better yet - both).That’s right. The main and, in fact, the only hero of your movie should be your

cool- sounding, Grammy-winning absolutely fabulous CD. (

Every single aspect of your Web site should serve the same master — your CD.Nothing is

more important than the album that you are going to sell.OK, this may hurt your ego a little bit. I

understand it perfectly. After all, you wrote the songs. You spent hours singing them in perfect

tune. Heck, you may even have produced the CD all by yourself. And now I’m asking you to

spotlight the CD instead of you? Yes and no.I’m not telling you to shut down your existing artist

Web site. On the contrary, it is highly advisable to have one. In fact, you may have a bunch of

them. The more the merrier. Ask your loyal fans create them for you!However, on your Billion

Dollar Baby concept Web site, you are going to perform a supporting role. It is essential to

have a separate Web site for your CD only. Let me spell it out one more time:IT IS

ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL TO HAVE A SEPARATE WEB SITE FOR YOUR CD!And when the

time comes for your next CD... plan a separate Web site for it, too. And also for your third. Every 

time you put out a new record, build a new Web site designed just for it.Yes, it will require a lot

of time and dedication. And loads of work. Sure, it will cost you something. The good news is

that it will pay off. If you play it by the rules, it will. 6. Already Famous! Rule“The best thing is

that I never have to wait for a table at a restaurant. The worst thing is that I can’t put my trash

out in front of my house because people always go through it. That’s the

spectrum.”Madonna Almost all music fans surfing the Internet are looking for information on a

band and performer they know. That means artists who have already made some (or tons of)

name for themselves in the music industry. From mega-selling superstars like U2, Muse,

Rihanna, Lady Gaga— you name it — to artists of perhaps a bit more specific appeal like

Mumford & Sons or Yeah Yeah Yeahs, for instance. Billion Dollar Tip:There are several cool



tools that allow you to see how many times people have searched for a specific key phrase on

search engines. One of them is KeyWordSpy. The basic functions of the tool are free to use

and you will find KeyWordSpy here:Htttp://www.keywordplay.com Of course, progressive-

minded music fans are always looking for new and unknown bands. Unfortunately, they are the

absolute minority.The fact is that your chances to get specifically searched for on the Net are

close to zero. Unless you’re Pharrell Williams. If you were, you would be spending your hard-

earned millions on Ferrari convertibles and outrageous parties with six figure budgets instead

of reading this book, right?So how the hell are you going to get noticed with no name

recognition whatsoever? Perhaps you’ve just finished recording your debut album, hmm — a

collection of demos really — and you’re hoping to sell it on the Internet. If people don’t know

you, how are they going to come across you?Well, I have something you might be interested

in. I’ve called it the Already Famous! Rule. Together with the Billion Dollar Baby Web site

concept, it has worked miracles for me.As its name reveals, the Already Famous! Rule is based

on an assumption that you are, in fact, well-known. Even if you’re not.Whether you like it not,

your music does sound like somebody else’s. No, no, no! I’m far from suggesting you’re a

copycat. You’re not. Producing poor-quality Tori Amos rip-offs will put your career to an end

before it even gets off. You are smart enough to know that.What I’m trying to say is that almost

every artist has a soulmate. Heck, even Led Zeppelin had one: Muddy Waters. The Beatles

were captive fans of Chuck Berry stuff; the whole grunge scene was fueled by Neil Young

records; every heavy metal artist would name Black Sabbath as its mentor. The list goes on.So

do you — have a soul mate. Some big-name artist who has inspired you. Somebody you

possibly sound a little bit like. You may even have more than one musical soulmate. • Does

your album sound like a mixture of the Ramones and David Guetta? • Is your music a blend

of Bill Haley and Kanye West? (

• How about bringing Red Hot Chili Peppers together with Carrie

Underwood? Whatever the case, you should not be embarrassed for digging somebody’s

music. Instead of denial, why not make it as one of your most powerful marketing tools? This is

exactly what the Already Famous! Rule is designed for:Attracting visitors to your Web site

using your musical soulmates.That’s right. Let the big guys do the job for you. So how exactly

are you going to do that? I’m glad you’re impatient. So was I. It took me a few years to figure

out the most effective ways to employ my musical heroes. I’ll share all my secrets with you in

no time.I will show you how to use your musical soulmates in the Web copy, how to make them

your best allies in the callous fight over good search engine placements... how to exploit them

on almost every page of the Billion Dollar Baby Web site. So fasten your seatbelt and be

prepared to meet your musical heroes, all in good time! Remember the winning combination:1)

Billion Dollar Baby Web site concept: Create a Web site that is focused solely on your product

— the CD.2) Already Famous! Rule: Attract visitors to your Web site using your musical

soulmates.I will be referring to both concepts throughout the book. They are the basis of my

online accomplishment. And if you put them to work with methods and techniques I’m about to

show you, they will be yours. 7. Know Your Prospect“I can’t think of any other group that turns

up to a gig, spends a couple of hours talking to the fans outside a fish-and-chips shop, and

then goes home.”Mick Jones, The Clash When building a music Web site that sells, try to keep

your prospect in mind. Always. You have to visualize her from day one.You need to think the

way she thinks. Feel the way she does. Fancy the same stuff she does. Even if you normally

wouldn’t. Remember — you are going to create your little corner shop for your would-be client,

not yourself.

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/gqaBX/How-to-Build-a-Music-Web-Site-That-Sells-500-Secrets-to-Online-Stardom


How to R Kelly

Grady Harp, “‘Marketing your CD on the Internet isn’t really that different from promoting any

other product on the Net.’. Estonian author Mihkel Raud has so much experience in the arts

that seeing his great looking face and reading some of the vast accomplishments he has

already made makes you trust what he has to say about building a successful website for

music. He is successful as one of the top DJs on Estonia's most listened-to radio stations, as a

songwriter, singer and lead guitarist with multiple Estonian bands, as a journalist he is an arts

critic and columnist for many of the country's major newspapers, the chief of the culture section

for Estonia's second largest newspaper and editor-in-chief of its only music magazine. And in

keeping with this degree of fame, his autobiography was the best-selling Estonian book of the

last decade. For five years Mihkel was the host of Seitse Vaprat, shown on the country's largest

television station and one of its most popular shows. He currently serves as a judge on

Estonia's version of American Idol. He's written two novels, a stage play and a number of

music industry related how-to books and courses – including this very fine one.The books is

particularly directed at selling CDs on the Internet, but for all people involved in music in any

way, the information he offers here is a paramount importance – yet he delivers his ideas with

warmth and friendly writing style that induces trust as well as pleasure.As his promo states,

‘How to Build a Music Web Site That Sells" is the ultimate step-by-step guide to the best-kept

secrets of selling more CDs and downloads than most independent musicians can think of.

Now in it's 9th edition, the book has helped and inspired thousands of musicians to build web

sites that sell a steady number of CDs and downloads every single day.’It is not possible to

review all of Mihkel’s ideas and suggestions, but a few will give an idea of the secrets within: ‘A

typical performer Web site consists of the following points: Artist biography, Photo gallery,

News section, Gig schedule, Sound Samples and Discography.’ The winning combination:

Billion Dollar Baby Website concept – Create a Web site that is focused solely on your product

– the CD. And Already Famous Rule – visitors to your web site using your musical soulmates.’

Your needs are a Webmaster, a Web designer, a Domain name’ and on and on.Solid

information made accessible – that is what Mihkel has achieved. A very useful resource. Grady

Harp, June 15”

Kathy Parsons, “From MainlyPiano. "How to Build a Music Web Site That Sells: 500 Secrets to

Online Stardom" by Mihkel Raud is the ninth edition of an ebook full of practical information on

how to build a music website that will actually generate sales. I have my own music review and

interview website and have been working with musicians in a variety of capacities for many

years. I don’t sell anything from my site, but I have seen more than my share of cheesy

websites that are a total turnoff as well as difficult to navigate. This concise and well-written

handbook is a great source of information from someone who has been there, done that.

Raud’s writing style is warm, friendly, and encouraging without getting sappy. He writes with

humor, but stays matter-of-fact and to-the-point, covering topics that include domain names,

layouts, pathways, home pages, hosting, sub-pages, sound sample pages, search engines,

and the all-important order page. I’m always skeptical about a one-size-fits-all approach to

anything, and this isn’t in that mold at all. Raud allows plenty of room for personalization and

individualization while laying out guidelines that are designed to get results. His basic premises

should be valid for any genre of music from rock to hip-hop to jazz or classical, country or new



age. If yours is one of the 95% of music websites that sells five or fewer albums each year, or if

you haven’t yet built your website, this book is a must! At $6.99 for the Kindle edition, how can

there be anything to lose? Very highly recommended!I received a free PDF copy of this book in

exchange for an honest review, which this is.”

Tristan, “Not just for bands! Great for authors and anyone selling online.. You can read this

book in a weekend, and by the end of the week (or two) you could have a great, solid website

to sell your music.The hardest part of building your own website is going to be the copy. While

Mihkel spends a LOT of time going over this (because it is important), he does not write it for

you. He does give you some templates, but from my experience writing copy is the hardest and

most time-consuming part of making a website about yourself.One part he does sort of gloss

over is the checkout process. Getting the user there is well covered in detail, but Mihkel sort of

tells you to just go check out a couple websites to get yourself a checkout system. From

experience, this is the second most difficult thing to setup on a website. There are numerous

things to consider, such as applying and collecting taxes (international and local, when

shipping hard goods), the usability of the checkout, setting up SSL on your website, PCI

compliance, security for your website, and on and on. This is not something you want to take

lightly, and a big reason many companies don't sell through their website. Please, hire a

professional that has done this before. Or use a site like Shoppify that has the checkout baked

in (customizing it is not that hard).As another reviewer mentioned, the writing style is a bit

informal and tends to ramble. But, if you are someone that doesn't like dry how-to books, this

will be for you. Some of it is funny, but most of all it still tells you how to make a great website

with the focus on getting someone to buy your music.This book is great for people:— age 15

and up— who have access to the internet (you'd be surprised)— with a basic understanding of

what a website is— not just in bands. Great for authors as well!Lastly, I'm not at all sure there

are actually "500+ secrets" in this book. But, again, still very useful.I received a free sample of

this product to evaluate and provide an unbiased review.”

The book by Mihkel Raud has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 12 people have provided feedback.
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